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The European Sports Security Association (ESSA) was established

in 2005 by some of the leading sports book operators in Europe

to monitor any unusual betting patterns or possible insider betting

from within each sport. The organisation provides an early-

warning system to alert sport federations about irregularities

in betting. 

The ESSA early warning system complies with all national and

international data protection regulations, with information only

being passed on in the event of suspicious activity around certain

names, volumes, locations or IP addresses. 

ESSA has signed memorandums of understanding with leading

international sports governing bodies, including FIFA, UEFA, EPFL,

the FA, DFB, ATP, ITF and WTA to share information on irregular

betting patterns as soon as they are detected. It has also

established close relations with the IOC and many other sporting

regulators.

u ESSA is dedicated to keeping fraud and insider betting out

of sport.

u ESSA is committed to playing a constructive and supportive

role in maintaining standards of integrity across sports.

u ESSA is involved in various initiatives aimed at educating

athletes and officials about the dangers of illegal betting in

sport, and what to do when approaches are made to them.

u ESSA campaigns for better, more robust regulation to help

keep corruption out of sports.

u ESSA calls on governments, regulators and sports governing

bodies to work together to establish an international agency

similar to WADA (World Anti-Drug Agency) to tackle the

problem of corruption in sports on the global stage.
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Integrity is the lifeblood of sport; without it, the resulting loss of confidence

would lead to reputational and commercial suicide for any sport.

Bookmakers’ long-term viability depends on integrity as without it,

customers would lose interest in placing bets on sports.

One of the biggest misconceptions about betting is that it is not the bets

that are fixed but the matches themselves. When a match is fixed,

bookmakers are the biggest losers, since criminals are trying to steal

money from them.

The modern bookmaking industry comprises mainly large, regulated and

often publicly-owned organisations, a far cry from the image of the dodgy

back-street bookmaker that persists in some peoples’ minds. By contrast,

the bigger threat to the integrity of sport comes from the manipulation of

results by players, officials or other people closely related to the sport. 

Bookmakers take the issue of integrity in sports very seriously, and the

industry has made enormous strides to keep fraud out of sport for good.

In 2005, a number of industry participants established ESSA, the European

Sports Security Association, to act as an early warning system to alert the

sports federations of any suspicious or irregular betting before and during

any of their sporting events. 

ESSA has already concluded Memorandums of Understanding with leading

sport federations including FIFA, UEFA, the ATP, the IOC, as well as MLS

and NHL in North America, to make sure any such intelligence is shared

as soon as possible. ESSA also works with professional players’ federations

on programmes to educate athletes, especially younger professionals,

on how to deal with the risk of match-fixing.

The only people who can corrupt the outcome of a match are those that

are participating in it, either as players or officials. Luckily, today, advanced

technology allows sports federations and law enforcement agencies much

greater visibility on betting patterns and profiles. Online, perfect ‘audit

trails’, using techniques such as advanced technical fingerprinting and

pattern-matching technologies, can establish real time abuse, while

sophisticated offline operators use electronic point of sale (ePOS) betting

systems and closed circuit TV to track fraud. 

MYTH: FOR BOOKMAKERS,
THE INTEGRITY OF SPORTS
COMES SECOND TO MAKING
A PROFIT.

MYTH: B OOKMAKERS
FIX MATCHES TO ACHIEVE
THEIR DESIRED OUTCOME.

MYTH: BOOKMAKERS
DO NOTHING TO UPHOLD
THE INTEGRITY OF SPORT.

MYTH: BETTING
ON SPORTING EVENTS IS
OPEN TO CORRUPTION.
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Example: This problem was highlighted recently by the 2005 ‘Hoyzer

affair’ in Germany, in which a former referee called Robert Hoyzer was

found guilty of influencing the outcome of football

matches. Insider manipulation is also thought to

be cause of the even bigger scandal in 2009

concerning alleged match-fixing in around 200

games across a number of professional

European football leagues. 2



To tackle fraud, bookmakers operate a range of controls over the bets

they accept. These range from the high tech – ‘know your customer’

technologies which flag up suspicious activity, for example – to common

sense measures such as maximum stakes and winnings. Offline, increasingly

ePOS betting systems and CCTV are being employed in the front line

against match fixers.

ESSA members are also careful about how they offer side bets.

Firstly, stakes are limited and betting is monitored constantly, which allows

any irregular movement to be identified and acted upon in real time. In this

way, they are able to manage their own risk and still provide a popular

entertainment service to their customers. 

It is sometimes said that pool betting, or pari-mutuel, is more secure than

fixed-odds betting. However, there is no evidence to back this claim.

Punters only win by picking a winner regardless of who they place the bet

with, however, because fixed-odds operators bear more of a risk on any

individual bet than pool betting groups, they take the risk of fraud much

more seriously. This is why fixed-odds operators in general – and online

ones in particular – are at the forefront of the innovation in technology

and early warning communications that is being developed to tackle fraud

in sport. 

Members of ESSA take a zero-tolerance approach to money laundering.

Thanks to the advanced customer identification controls and other

safeguards put in place by the industry, independent studies have found

that in a regulated sector, the risks and amounts associated with online

gaming are modest in comparison to other sectors. This is because ESSA

members operate a strict limit policy on individual bets, which significantly

reduces the ability of criminals to capitalise on match-fixing. 

The betting sector in a number of European countries is something of an

anomaly in that their outdated monopolistic market structures seem to

have persisted just as almost every other state-controlled industry has

been opened to competition. 

One of the consequences of the Hoyzer affair was the re-introduction of

prohibition on online betting by the German government. This seems

counter-intuitive considering it was the state-owned monopoly, Oddset,

which bore the brunt of the financial fall-out. Given that Germany has since

become the epicenter of another match-fixing scandal, prohibition looks

to have failed to stamp out match-fixing, and in fact has probably made

the situation worse. 

MYTH: BOOKMAKERS
REPRESENT AN EASY ROUTE
TO LAUNDER MONEY.

MYTH: STATE BETTING
MONOPOLIES REPRESENT
THE BEST WAY TO PROTECT
THE INTEGRITY OF SPORT.

MYTH: BOOKMAKERS’
CONTROLS ARE INEFFECTIVE
IN PREVENTING FRAUD.

MYTH: FIXED-ODDS
BETTING IS MORE
DANGEROUS THAN
POOL BETTING.
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In 2009, ESSA investigated 45 matches across a number
of sporting disciplines of which only one was to found
to be highly suspicious. If you imagine that the
average online betting company offers bets on
around 10,000 sporting events in a week, then in
the case of the well-regulated betting operators

that comprise ESSA’s memberships, the true
extent of game manipulation is very low.
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Maximum stakes, along with security technology and ESSA’s early warning

system, are key tools for helping online operators tackle fraud.

Luckily, because most punters view their pastime first and foremost as

entertainment rather than a way to win serious money, these maximum

ceilings are able to fulfill their purpose without stopping customers enjoying

the extra level of interaction they seek with their chosen game.

Wrong. Side bets (betting on extra time, yellow cards, red cards, etc.) are

incredibly popular with customers and represent a way for fans to engage

with their sport. Such bets tend to be ‘casual’ in nature, wagered primarily

for entertainment value, and are subject to maximum stake ceilings,

which means the chances of them impacting negatively on a sport’s

integrity are virtually non-existent.

If transparent, well-managed and scrutinised bookmakers were unable to

offer side bets, the chances are that they would be available on the black

market from unlicensed bookmakers. Making these popular entertainment

options available through legitimate bookmakers not only cuts off

the lifeblood from unregulated, black market operators, it also minimises

the possibility of fraud.
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MYTH: CUSTOMERS CAN
PLACE ANY AMOUNT OF
MONEY ON A SPORTING
EVENT.

MYTH: SIDE BETS ARE BAD
FOR SPORTS’ INTEGRITY.

It is nonsense to think that, because a betting operator sponsors a

particular team it would be prepared to damage its reputation by allowing

a conflict of interest to develop between their sponsored team and

any opponent. 

Sponsorship is a means for companies to gain visibility and promote their

brand to a wider audience and it would be commercial suicide for any

bookmaker to risk its financial livelihood and reputation to alter the outcome

of a match, not least because the value of sponsorship is intrinsically linked

to the success that team enjoys in competition.

Wrong. Gaming operators’ defences against fraud – highly responsible

price limits and sophisticated irregular betting alerts – are just as valid in

real time, so the reality is that live betting is no more vulnerable to

fraudulent activity than pre-match betting. 
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MYTH: SPONSORING OF
CLUBS BY BOOKMAKERS
EQUATES TO A CONFLICT
OF INTEREST. 

MYTH: THE ADVENT OF
LIVE BETTING IS A MAJOR
CONTRIBUTOR TO CURRENT
LEVELS OF FRAUD.
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